Abstract
Introduction
Service robot is used in many indoor applications, such as a hospital, shop stores, hotel and, etc. service mobile robot navigation in a semi-structural environment has three main problems: cognition by sensors, navigation and obstacle avoidance. Robot navigation is movement of the robot in its environment and reach goal without obstacle collision. Many techniques deal with this navigation problem using Evolutionary Programming-based Fuzzy Logic [1] , road map method and Q-learning [2] , Sensor-based fuzzy navigation of an autonomous mobile robot in an indoor environment [3] , Mobile robot navigation in a partially structured static environment using neural predictive control [4] , indoor mobile robot navigation using monocular vision [5] , and the potential field method [6] and its variants [7, 8] .The basic idea behind this method is to fill the robot environment with a potential field in which the robot is attracted to the target position and is repulsive away from obstacles. At any position, the robot calculates the position that has the global minimum repulsive force and moves toward this position, and repeats this method as much as it is required until it reaches its target [9] .
In this paper cognition is done by nine infra-red sensors and navigation is divided in two states: known state based on the graph path of building and fuzzy logic and unknown state based on Qlearning and fuzzy rules.
Kinematics and modeling of service robot
Our service robot that is used in the paper is a differential drive wheeled mobile robot. It can do five actions: go ahead, turn right, turn left, left away and right away. The robot and its nine sensors is shown in Fig.1 , with numbering. These sensors are used to local cognition around the robot. The kinematics for the differential drive mobile robot under no slipping, pure rolling and no sliding constraints is in Equ.1,2,3. 
Known state and uses Fuzzy logic to move on the shortest path
Robot uses its location and goal location to go to target. Target can be a certain point. To reach the goal, robot needs some angle that is shown in Fig.3 . I is the angle between the robot-goal line and To navigation in the known state, we number the rooms like Fig.6 , room 0 indicates the corridor. Some key points at building in front of the doors are also numbered. Robot always chooses one key points as the target and goes to it. This behavior is done by following algorithm:
1-determinate the goal room and robot room. 2-if robot and goal are at same room, then go to the goal by fuzzy rules like table 1 3-if robot and goal are not at same room, then go to robot own room door(key point) and enter to the corridor. 4-when the robot is at the corridor, go to the door of goal room and enter it. 5-if robot and goal are at room 2 or room 3, then go to the door between these rooms. 6-when the robot is at a door, if the goal is at the room, then go to the room, else go opposite. 
Unknown state and uses Fuzzy rules and Q-learning to obstacle avoidance
The robot surrounding environment consists of different obstacles. some of them are static and the others are dynamic, such as another robot moving in the same indoor environment or even humans. In this paper, the Q-learning algorithm was applied to a dynamic environment. Q-learning agent is an online learning agent. It learns the best action to take at each state by trial and error. It chooses actions randomly and calculates the value for taking an action at a specific state. Through evaluating every state and action pair it can build a policy for working in the environment. Some researcher used Qlearning to a mobile robot navigation [9, 10] .
Q-learning algorithm is used by the agent to learn from experience or training. Each episode is equivalent to one training session. In each training session, the agent explores the environment (represented by Matrix R ), get the reward (or none) until it reach the goal state. The purpose of the training is to enhance Q matrix. More training will give better Q matrix that can be used by the agent to move in optimal way. Equation 6 is the formula to obtain Q. Parameter J has range value of 0 to 1( 1 0
d J
). If J is closer to zero, the agent will tend to consider only immediate reward. If J is closer to one, the agent will consider future reward with greater weight, willing to delay the reward. In this paper 9 . 0 J .In Fig.9 membership functions of the four sides obstacle detection around the robot by the sensors number are shown. The states of obstacle avoidance for Q-learning are included these sets. 
Reward function
Robot can measure its distance to an obstacle by the sensors, and it can also measure its distance to the goal by Equation 5. Now we describe a safe state and non safe state. When the robot senses any obstacles by its sensors then it locates in a non safe state else it locates in the safe state.
Reward function for non safe state is determinate by table 2. Table 3 . reward for non safe state
If robot move from non safe state to safe state then robot get 2 points reward and if move opposite give -2 for punishing.
Simulations
Robot in a simulated environment is run under different episode, after learning , the robot can reach to every goal with all obstacles. In the Figures 12 and 13 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown how Q-learning algorithm and fuzzy logic can be used in a successful navigation in the semi structural environment like a hospital. In real mobile robot navigation system there often exists prior knowledge on the task being learnt that can be used to improve the learning process. A navigation approach has been proposed for mobile robot, in which the prior knowledge is used within Q-learning. Two strategies for two states of environment are proposed, use graph path and fuzzy logic for known state and use Q-learning and fuzzy logic for unknown dynamic state. By two strategies robot always reach to goal in the shortest path and best time.
